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Steering 
 
Safety 
The purpose of this safety summary is 
twofold.  First, it is to ensure the safety and 
health of individuals performing service 
and/or operation on this Blue Bird product.  
Second, it is to help ensure protection of 
equipment.  Before performing any service 
or operating procedure, individuals should 
read and adhere to the applicable warnings 
and cautions located throughout this manual. 
 
Warning 
Warnings apply to a procedure or practice 
that, if not correctly performed, could result 
in injury or death.  Special attention should 
be paid to sections where warnings appear. 
 
Caution 
Cautions apply to a procedure or practice 
that, if not adhered to, could result in 
damage to or destruction of equipment. 
 
Notes 
Notes are used to explain, clarify or 
otherwise give additional insight for a given 
subject, product or procedure.  Notes may 
also contain warnings and cautions. 
 
Introduction 
This service manual is written with the 
professional mechanic in mind.  Due to the 
nature of these vehicles, personnel must 
have the necessary training, experience and 
tools to attempt repair, especially to the 
steering section.  Even a small mistake can 
be serious when working on the steering 
section. 
 

Torque values are listed in foot-pounds (ft. 
lbs.) and will include the metric equivalent 
in Newton meters (Nm), in most cases. 
Unless otherwise stated, all torque values 
are obtained with dry (not lubricated) parts. 
 
 

Description of Service 
Manual 
This section of the service manual is for the 
TRW Automotive Steering and Suspension 
System TAS Steering Gear found on the 
Blue Bird bus.  These procedures apply to a 
Blue Bird All American bus with a 
Cummins ISB engine and an Allison 545 
transmission. 
 
General Design 
 
Removal of Steering Wheel 
and Column 
1. Remove the horn button (7) with a small 

screwdriver or similar object.  Be 
careful not to scar the steering wheel or 
hub.  Figure 1. 

2. Remove the nut in the center of the 
steering wheel (6) using the appropriate 
socket to keep from scaring the wheel. 

3. Remove the rubber seal (17) from the 
steering column cover. 

4. Remove the 4 screws (22) from the 
column cover (12), and remove the 
cover. 

5. Remove the rivets (16) from the column 
cover. 

6. Remove the screws (15) from the floor.  
Be careful to remove the rubber 
(silicone) sealing material. 

7. Place the column cover in a safe place 
out of the work area. 
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Figure 1—Tilt, Telescoping Steering Column 
 

 

Steering Column 
Removal 
 
Warnings 
All steering mechanisms are safety critical 
items.  As such, it is imperative that the 
instructions in this manual are followed.  
Failure to observe the procedures and 
instructions set out in this manual may 
result in serious personal injury or loss of 
steering. 
 
The TC34 assembly has components under 
spring tension.  The "tilt" and "telescoping" 
features should be in the "full up" position 

to minimize spring tension before removal 
from vehicle and/or disassembly.  Wear eye 
protection and use caution to prevent injury. 
 
To prevent injury, use extreme care when 
using flammable cleaning solvents. 
 
Cautions 
Use a suitable "wheel puller" to remove 
steering wheel. 
 
Do not allow the finish on the jacket tube 
outside diameter to be scratched, nicked or 
dented during assembly and disassembly as 
the finish is crucial to the telescoping action 
of the unit. 
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1. Remove bolt (43), lock washer (44) and 
turn signal bracket (45) from turn signal 
housing (47).  Remove turn signal 
housing and contact brush assembly 
(46).  Figure 4. 

2. Remove tilt and telescope lever (33), 
screw (25), spring cover plate (26), four 
screws (48) or two screws (48) and two 
screws (25), actuator housing (27), 
spring (28), actuator cam and pin 
assembly with cam (32), lock pin (29), 
pivot pin (31) and spring (30). 

3. Remove disengaging plate (34), lockbar 
(36), spring (38), wedge lock (35) and 
spring (37). 

4. Detach springs (41 and 42) from main 
housing (18).  Remove upper spring 
cover (39). 

5. Remove four screws (4) from support 
bracket (17) and lower housing (2). 

 
 
Caution 
Be ready for the lower housing (2) and 
universal joint (6) assembly to eject under 
spring (7) tension from the main housing 
assembly. 
 
 
6. Remove retaining ring (1) from the 

lower end of universal joint (6) and 
lower housing (2) assembly.  Remove 
the universal joint assembly (6) from 
lower bearing housing (2).  Remove 
bearings (3) from lower bearing housing 
only if the bearings are to be replaced.  
Suitable bearing puller required.  
Remove plug (14) from end of splined 
U-joint column if it is to be replaced.  A 
3/16-inch Allen wrench is required. 

7. Remove lower spring cover (4), springs 
(41 and 42) and spring retaining rod (5) 
from lower bearing housing (2).  
Remove button head stop screw (23) 
and internal lock washer (24) from main 
housing (18) assembly. 

8. Push wheel tube (10) and jacket tube (8) 
assembly out through the lower end of 
main housing (18) assembly. 

Note 
If you disassemble the jacket tube and wheel 
tube assembly further, you must replace the 
two bearings (3) and retaining ring (11) in 
the jacket tube because of the press fit and 
anaerobic locking agent used at assembly. 
 
 
9. To remove the wheel tube and sleeve 

assembly (10) from jacket tube (8), 
remove retaining ring (1) from top end 
of wheel tube and retaining ring (15) 
from jacket tube.  Insert an 8 inch (20 
cm) long, 3/4-inch (1.9 cm) diameter 
rod or tube into the splined sleeve end of 
wheel tube and press out the wheel tube 
and bearing assembly while retaining 
the jacket tube.  Do not scratch or nick 
jacket tube finish. 

10. Press the bearings (3) off of the wheel 
tube and splined sleeve assembly (10) 
using a suitable tubular bearing removal 
tool and discard bearings.  Remove 
retaining ring (11) from wheel tube and 
discard. 

11. If support bracket (17) is to be removed 
from main housing (18), first remove 
two self-tapping screws (22), stop cover 
(21), and the one or two travel stop pins 
(20) from main housing assembly.  Note 
the letters of the holes with stop pins as 
they are removed. 

12. Remove set screws (16) from the two 
support bracket (17) nuts.  Turn the two 
pivot screws (19) from main housing 
assembly.  Remove support bracket 
from main housing assembly (18).  You 
must clean off the Loctite applied to the 
threads in the nuts that are an integral 
part of the support bracket, the pivot 
screws and the set screws. 

 
 
Note 
Applying heat to support bracket nuts with 
electric heat gun or 1000 watt hair dryer 
will facilitate removal of set screws and 
pivot screws that were Loctited at assembly.  
Using appropriate size thread chasers on set 
screws, pivot screws and support bracket 
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nuts, and a suitable solvent will aid in 
removing Loctite applied at assembly. 
 
 
Caution 
Do not exceed 500° F (260° C) or the 
material hardness may be affected. 
 
Further disassembly of the main housing 
should not be made as the components 
cannot be serviced separately, and the 
collets and spring are staked into the 
housing.  Replace damaged parts. 
 
 

Steering Column 
Assembly Procedures 
1. Assemble support bracket (17) into main 

housing (18) sub-assembly so that the 
support bracket teeth are on the cam-
actuator (32) side of housing and the 
pivot screw holes are aligned.  Turn the 
two pivot screws (19) loosely into the 
assembly.  Place a 1/2-inch diameter by 
3-inch long bolt and nut assembly 
between the support bracket flanges, 
close to the bracket nuts, as a tool to 
spread the support bracket flanges.  
Begin backing the nut off of the 1/2 inch 
diameter bolt to spread the bracket 
flange bosses against the main housing 
and to provide clearance for lower 
bearing housing (2) when assembled 
into the support bracket.  Remove pivot 
screws.  Add lithium grease to taper 
under pivot screw heads.  Add Loctite 
RC680 to threads of pivot screws and 
two set screws (16).  Reassemble pivot 
screws into main housing and support 
bracket assembly.  Torque the pivot 
screw on the actuator cam side and then 
the other pivot screw to 50-60 in. lbs. 
(5.6-6.8 Nm).  Torque set screws (16) 
into bracket nuts to 15-25 in. lbs. (1.7-
2.8 Nm). 

 
Caution 
Do not get grease on screw threads or 
Loctite on screw head. 

2. Assemble retaining rings (13 and 11) 
onto wheel tube and splined sleeve 
assembly (10).  Apply Loctite® RC680 
evenly around wheel tube in the lower 
bearing support area and push new 
lower bearing (3) onto wheel tube and 
against retaining ring (11).  Apply 
Loctite evenly around wheel tube at the 
upper bearing support area, assemble 
bearing spacer (12) and push new upper 
bearing (3) onto wheel tube until it 
clears upper retaining ring groove.  
Assemble bowed retaining ring (1). 

3. Press the wheel tube, sleeve and 
bearings as assembled into the jacket 
tube (8) end that has the counter bore 
and internal retaining ring groove until 
the upper bearing (3) is beyond the 
retaining ring groove.  A tubular bearing 
installer tool pressing against the upper 
bearing (3) outer race is required.  The 
split in the bearing spacer (12) must be 
aligned with the screw hole in the top 
end of jacket tube to allow later 
assembly of bolt (43).  Assemble 
retaining rings (9 and 15) in their 
grooves on jacket tube. 

4. To assemble the wheel tube and jacket 
tube assembly into the main housing 
assembly (18), place jacket tube end 
down on a pedestal about 4 inches 
(101.6 mm) high x 2 1/4 inches (57.2 
mm) diameter.  Be sure cutouts of lower 
collet in main housing assembly (18) 
align with holes for lock pin (29) and 
stop screw (23).  Be sure ends of the 
spring in the housing are approximately 
90° from the splits in the collets.  This 
will facilitate assembly of jacket tube in 
housing.  Assemble the main housing 
down over the jacket tube such that 
jacket tube will enter the housing bore 
lower collet.  As the upper end of the 
jacket approaches the upper tapered 
collet, the collet must be pushed down 
with a screwdriver or a suitable tool that 
will pilot over the wheel tube and into 
the housing bore.  This will allow the 
jacket tube assembly to be pushed 
through the upper collets. 
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5. Align the jacket tube guide slot with the 
stop screw hole in the main housing 
assembly (18) and torque button head 
stop screw (23) and internal tooth lock 
washer (24) into stop screw hole to 15-
20 ft. lbs. (20.3-27.1 Nm). 

6. Press in a new bearing (3) into each 
counter bore in a lower bearing housing 
(2) if the bearings are removed. 

7. Assemble the lower serrated shaft of 
universal joint assembly (6) into lower 
bearing housing assembly (2) until it is 
seated against a bearing (3).  Assemble 
retaining ring (1) onto universal joint 
shaft.  Turn 1/8-inch pipe plug (14) 
finger tight into tapped hole in slotted 
end of U-joint shaft.  Assemble spring 
retaining rod (5) into bearing housing 
(2).  

 
 
Caution 
If pipe plug is tightened such that the end of 
U-joint shaft is spread open, the shaft may 
not assemble into spline sleeve as required. 
 
 
8. Place the main housing assembly (18) as 

assembled, vertical in a soft-jawed vise, 
clamping firmly against the serrated end 
of wheel tube assembly (10).  As an 
alternative, the steering wheel can be set 
on the wheel tube as a holding fixture 
and the unit set upside down on a bench 
for these procedures.  Push the wheel 
tube and jacket to full-down position in 
the main housing.  Assemble spring (7) 
over lower end of wheel tube and 
splined sleeve assembly.  Assemble 
universal joint (6) splined shaft into the 
spring (7) and into splined sleeve so that 
a slot in the splined shaft aligns with the 
wide flute in the mating splined sleeve.  
Two fingers in the lower U-joint shaft 
yoke will help guide the shaft into the 
splined sleeve.  Push the universal joint 
assembly and lower housing (2) into the 
main housing (18) assembly and align 
the screw holes in the support bracket 
(17) with the holes in lower housing. 

9. While holding the u-joint lower housing 
assembly in place, torque four self-
tapping screws (4) into the support 
bracket (17) and lower housing (2) to 
25-35 ft. lbs. (33.9-47.5 Nm). 

 
 
Caution 
To ensure that the U-joint splined shaft 
assembly does not eject from the splined 
sleeve, it must be held in position until at 
least an upper and lower screw are in place. 
 
 
10. Lightly grease and assemble lock bar 

(36) onto main housing (18) with the 
locating pin up and engaging the teeth 
with the support bracket (17) teeth.  
Assemble spring (38) on end of lock 
bar. 

11. Lightly grease and assemble wedge lock 
(35) next to lock bar with tapered end 
toward the support bracket teeth and the 
locating pin up.  Assemble spring (37) 
onto end of wedge lock. 

12. Lightly grease and assemble 
disengaging plate (34) with the tabs up, 
over the lock bar (36) and wedge lock 
(35) locating pins. 

13. If disassembled, assemble lock pin (29) 
into actuator cam (32) with spring hole 
in cam and lock pin facing each other, 
and press pivot pin (31) into its hole in 
the lock pin and actuator cam until it is 
flush to .015 inches (.381 mm) below 
actuator cam.  Insert end of spring (30) 
into hole in lock pin, then the other end 
in actuator cam spring hole.  Grease and 
insert lock pin assembly into its bushing 
in main housing assembly (18) with 
actuator cam ears over disengaging plate 
(34) raised tabs. 

 
Caution 
Use care that spring (30) does not eject from 
assembly. 
 
 
14. Assemble spring (28) into top of lock 

pin and assemble actuator housing (27) 
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over actuator and pin assembly.  Torque 
four attaching screws (48) to 40-60 in. 
lbs. (4.5-6.8 Nm) into actuator and main 
housings, while holding actuator 
housing firmly down.  Two screws (48) 
and two shorter (5/8 inch) screws (25) 
are used on some units. 

15. Assemble spring cover plate (26) over 
springs (37 and 38) and firmly hold in 
position while turning in screw (25) into 
actuator housing (27).  Torque screw to 
40-60 in. lbs. (4.5-6.8 Nm). 

16. Assemble tilt and telescope lever (33) 
into actuator cam (32). 

17. Tilt and telescope jacket and wheel tube 
assembly to "full up" position to 
facilitate spring assembly.  While 
looking down from steering wheel end 
of the assembly, hook the end of green, 
R.H. coil spring (41) on the right side of 
spring retaining rod (5) and L.H. coil 
spring (42) on the left side.  Snap the 
lower spring cover (40) on the retaining 
rod between the springs.  Assemble 
upper spring cover (39) over the two 
springs engaging the lower cover in slot 
provided.  Tilt jacket tube and wheel 
tube assembly to full down position.  
Hook the loose end of springs in holes 
in main housing using suitable spring 
assemble tool. 

18. Assemble contact brush assembly (46) 
into turn signal housing (47) and 
assemble turn signal housing over jacket 
tube (8) with horn wire outside the 
jacket. 

19. Attach turn signal bracket (45) to signal 
housing with bolt (43) and lock washer 
(44) finger tight.  The bolt must enter 
the split in bearing spacer  (12).  Bolt 
(43) must be torqued to 6-10 ft. lbs. 
(81.0-13.6 Nm) after steering wheel is 
installed and turn signal bowl is 
adjusted. 

20. If removed, insert the one or two travel 
stop pins (20) in the lettered holes they 
were removed from as noted at 
disassembly. 

21. Attached stop cover (21) with two self-
tapping screws (22) torqued to 40-60 in. 
lbs. (4.5-6.8 Nm). 

22. Push telescoping jacket tube and wheel 
tube assembly all the way in and turn 
the 1/8 inch pipe plug (14) into the 
universal joint slotted shaft, enough to 
retain the jacket tube and wheel tube 
position when the telescoping lock-pin 
(29) is disengaged.  Then loosen the 1/8-
inch pipe plug just enough to allow 
jacket tube and wheel tube assembly 
(about 1/8 turn) to telescope freely 
under spring tension.  You will need a 
3/16-inch Allen T-bar wrench of 
suitable diameter and length (.375 
inches (9.52 mm) diameter x 12 inches 
(304.8 mm) long) to reach the pipe plug 
down through the wheel tube.   

 
When tilt and telescope lever (33) is 
held in the "up" position, the jacket and 
wheel tube assembly must be able to 
telescope to "full up" and "full down" 
position.  When tilt lever is held in the 
"down" position, the jacket and wheel 
tube assembly must be able to tilt to the 
"full up" and "full down" position.  
When the tilt lever is released, the tilt 
lever must return to the lock position.  
Maintain the telescope and tilt position 
of the jacket and wheel tube at which 
the lever was released. 

 
The tilt/telescoping column assembly is now 
complete except for a wheel nut (49) to be 
assembled at installation.  The assembly 
should sit for 24 hours at room temperature 
before being put into normal use to allow the 
applied Loctite to set up. 
 
 
 
Caution 
If the steering column shaft does not 
protrude through the top of the nut, remove 
the nut and apply 3 drops of Loctite to the 
threads, then re-torque to 60 ft. lbs. 
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Removal of Draglink 
 
Warning 
Be sure the vehicle is supported in a stable 
manner.  Never move under a vehicle held 
up only by jacks.  Use jack stands or, 
preferably, a lift of sufficient strength.  Set 
the park brake and chock the rear wheels. 
 
1. Remove and discard the cotter pin (15) 

at the wheel end of the draglink. 
2. Remove the retaining nut from the 

wheel end of the draglink. 
3. Remove and discard the cotter pin (15) 

at the pitman arm end of the draglink 
assembly. 

4. Remove the nut from the pitman arm 
end of the draglink, and remove the 
draglink assembly. 

 
 
Caution 
Take note of the orientation of the draglink.  
It should be installed with the Blue Bird part 
number nearest the pitman arm end of the 

assembly.  The ends should be marked to 
assure the length of the draglink is not 
altered prior to reinstallation. 
 
 

Installation of Draglink 
During the installation of the draglink, it is 
important to observe the proper orientation 
of the components. 
 
1. The pitman arm should already be in 

place. 
2. Install the draglink end into the pitman 

arm assembly and loosely install the 
retaining nut.  Figure 2. 

3. Install the opposite end of the draglink 
into the steering arm at the axle end. 

4. Torque the axle end retaining nut (16) to 
110-125 ft. lbs. (148-169 Nm). 

5. Install a new cotter pin (15). 
6. Torque the retaining nut (16) on the 

draglink at the pitman arm end to 110-
125 ft. lbs. (149-169 Nm). 

7. Install a new cotter pin (15). 

 

 
Figure 2—Steering System 
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Removal of the Pitman 
Arm 
1. Loosen the nut (23) on the clamp end of 

the pitman arm.  Figure 2.  Carefully 
spread the clamp if necessary to remove 
the pitman arm from the splined shaft of 
the steering gear. 

2. Mark the orientation of the pitman arm 
in relation to the shaft of the steering 
gear, for re-assembly. 

 
 

Installation of the Pitman 
Arm 
1. Carefully align the pitman arm assembly 

to the marks on the steering gear shaft. 
2. Observe there is adequate clearance for 

the pitman arm to operate. 
3. Torque the clamping bolt to 259-282 ft. 

lbs. (339-383 Nm). 
 
 
Removal of the Steering 
Gear 
 
Warning 
Hydraulic fluid used in steering systems is 
toxic, flammable and is an irritant to the 
skin, eyes and lungs.  Appropriate protective 
gear should be worn when working with this 
material, including eye protection and 
gloves.  This material poses a threat to the 
environment as well, and all applicable 
local, state, and federal laws should be 
observed when handling and/or disposing.  
Work only in a well ventilated area. 
 
1. Drain the system into an appropriate 

container. 
2. Loosen hose clamp (11), the return hose. 
 
 

Note 
On systems that incorporate a booster for a 
hydraulic brake system, this hose will be 

located on the booster, not the steering gear.  
In this case, both connections to the steering 
gear are high pressure connections. 
 
3. Remove the return hose. 
4. Remove both hoses from the top of the 

steering gear. 
 
 
Warning 
The steering gear weighs approximately 100 
lbs. (45.36 kg).  Be sure it is supported 
before continuing. 
 
5. Remove nut (18) from 2 places. 
6. Remove capscrew (17) from 2 places to 

remove the steering gear from the frame 
rail. 

7. If the steering gear requires repair, Blue 
Bird recommends replacement with a 
new gear. For repair instructions, 
consult TRW Automotive TAS Steering 
Gear Service Manual, TRW1108. 

 
 

Steering Pump Removal 
The steering pump is located on the left side 
of the engine, toward the front.  The pump 
assembly weighs only about 15 lbs. (6.8 kg) 
so there is no special support arrangement 
necessary.  The repair of steering 
components is a very critical task. Only 
those personnel with the training, 
experience, and proper tools should attempt 
to repair the power steering pump.  
Instructions are available from:  
 
TRW  
Commercial Steering Division  
P.O. Box 60  
Lafayette, IN 47902   

 
Be sure to ask for Power Steering Pump 
Service Manual PS SM WA 5M 5/97. 
 
1. Carefully remove the fluid lines from 

the pump, using tubing wrenches of the 
appropriate size. 
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Note 
On vehicles equipped with hydraulic brakes, 
the power steering pump provides booster 
pressure for the brake system as well.  The 
fluid hoses may vary in routing and 
connection to accommodate this option. 
 
 
2. Remove two capscrews from the flange 

of the power steering pump.  The inside 
capscrew requires the use of a 7/16-inch 
socket and extension capable of 
reaching in from the back-side of the 
pump. 

 
 

Installation of Power 
Steering Pump 
 
1. Carefully clean the mating surfaces. Be 

sure the mating face on the engine is 
free from dirt, grease, and residue of the 
old gasket material. 

2. Clean the flange on the steering pump 
and place a new gasket on it.  Hold the 
gasket in place with the mounting bolts. 

3. Run the outboard bolt in by hand, to 
hold the pump steady.  Then, carefully 
align the gasket and inboard bolt hole. 

4. Run the inboard bolt down to snug, then 
alternately torque both mounting bolts 
(16) to 38-53 ft. lbs. (51.5-71.8 Nm). 

5. Install the fluid lines; observe that the 
return (low pressure) hose installs with 
hose clamp (10).  Figure 2. 

6. High pressure line (7) installs to the high 
pressure port (5) of the steering gear. 

 
 

Installation of Steering 
Gear 
Be sure the steering gear is properly oriented 
on the frame rail. 
 
1. In 3 places, install flat washer (21) on 

the bolt (17).  Figure 2. 
2. Install the bolt and washer assembly 

through the frame and the mounting 

hole in the flange of the steering gear. 
The capscrew hex-head should be inside 
the frame rail. 

3. Install washer (21) and nut (18) finger 
tight. 

4. Install the mounting bolt/washer 
assembly in the other side of the steering 
gear mounting flange. Make any minor 
adjustments in the orientation of the 
gear. 

5. Apply Locktite to the threads of the nut 
(18) before installation. 

6. Torque the nuts (18) on 3 mounting 
bolts (17) to 240-270 ft. lbs. (325-366 
Nm). 

7. Install fluid return (low pressure) line 
from the fluid reservoir, to elbow (4) 
using hose clamp (10). 

 
 

Warning 
On units equipped with hydraulic brakes, 
the return hose connects to the hydraulic 
brake booster.  In this case, both 
connections to the steering gear will be high 
pressure connectors.  Care must be 
exercised to connect the hydraulic line from 
the booster to the proper port (4) on the 
steering gear.  Figure 2. 
 
 
8. Connect the high pressure hose (7) to 

steering gear port (5). 
9. Fill the hydraulic fluid reservoir.  
 
 

Note 
Start the engine and let it idle for 5 seconds 
repeatedly until the fluid level remains 
stable.  This will purge air from the system. 
 
 

Power Steering 
Adjustment Procedure 
 
Caution 
There must be at least 0.125-inch (3.175 
mm) clearance between the draglink and all 
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other parts.  Recheck for minimum 
clearance after final assembly. 
 
 

Axle Stop Adjustment 
 
Note 
Toe-in adjustment must be correct before 
attempting axle stop adjustment.  See 
Section 010 (Front Axle) of this service 
manual. 
 
 
1. Place front tires on turn angle plates. 
2. Center the left tire in the straight 

position using standard alignment 
equipment. 

3. Set turn angle plates to zero. 
4. Adjust the right axle stop for a full right 

turn.  Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3—Automatic Poppet and Axle 
Stop Adjustment 

 
 

Note 
The turn angle plate under the left tire 
should read 32° (± 0.5°) for vehicles with a 
wheel base of 174 to 216 inches. The angle 
for units with a wheel base of 132 to 160 
inches is between 30° and 31°. 
 
5. Adjust the axle stop for a full left turn. 
 
 
 

Note 
The turn angle plate under the right tire 
should read 32° ± 0.5° for vehicles with a 
wheel base of 174 to 216 inches.  For 
vehicles with a wheel base of 132 to 160 
inches, the angle should be between 30° and 
31°. 
 
6. Lock axle stop jam nuts securely after 

adjustment is complete. 
7. Remove turn axle plates. 
 
 
Note 
It may be necessary to relieve tire flex by 
rolling the bus to make the stops contact. 
 
 
8. Verify axle stops to make sure that stops 

contact the axle pad at full turns. There 
must be at least 0.125 inch (3.175 mm) 
clearance between pitman arm, draglink, 
and front axle tie-rod, and all potential 
interference points, including tires. 

 
 

Turning Radius 
The turning radius may be adjusted at any 
time by re-adjusting the axle stops and 
rotating the steering, first clockwise and 
then counter-clockwise.  The steering gear 
poppets will adjust automatically for an 
increased turning radius. 
 
If it becomes necessary to shorten the 
turning radius, the steering gear poppets 
must be adjusted manually by following the 
procedure below. 
 
 
Caution 
Read the section on special poppet valve 
manual readjustment in TRW (TAS65) 
Service Manual before proceeding. 
 
1. Set axle stops for correct turn. 
2. Turn new adjusting poppet screw 

(#1469261) into the jam nut until it is 
flush with the end of the screw. 
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3. With the bus unloaded, the engine off, 
and the steering axle straight ahead, 
remove and discard the fixed-poppet 
screw at the bottom of the steering gear. 

 
 
Note 
Align timing marks on the end of the sector 
shaft and the housing. 
 
4. Install a new adjusting poppet screw 

(#1469261) and torque the jam nut to 
33-37 ft. lbs. (44.7-50 Nm). 

5. Observe that the power steering fluid 
reservior is full; refill if necessary 
before continuing. 

6. Lift the front wheel of the vehicle off 
the ground. 

 
 
Warning 
Be sure the park brake is set, the rear 
wheels chocked, and safety jack stands are 
in place before moving under the bus. 
 
 
7. With the engine at idle for at least 10 

minutes to allow the fluid to warm to 
operating temperature, turn the steering 
wheel clockwise until the axle stop is 
contacted.  Apply 40 lbs. (54 Nm), 
torque to the outside of a 20-inch (50.8 
cm) steering wheel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Caution 
Do not hold the pressure on the steering 
wheel for more than 10 seconds at a time.  
Damage to the steering pump could occur.  
Repeat the procedure as necessary to 
complete the following steps. 
 
 
8. Loosen the jam nut on the adjusting 

screw and back the screw out 1" to 1-
1/16" (2.54-2.69 cm) beyond the jam 
nut. Re-torque the jam nut to 33-37 ft. 
lbs. (44.7-50 Nm). 

9. With the engine at idle, turn the steering 
wheel in the opposite direction (counter-
clockwise) until the axle stop is engaged 

10. With the steering wheel held tightly at 
full turn (10 seconds max.), loosen the 
jam nut and hold it in place with a 
wrench. 

 
• Turn the adjusting screw in 

(clockwise) using finger 
pressure only (do not use a 
ratchet), until the Allen wrench 
stops.  Do not attempt to turn it 
further.  Always pause the 
turning in process each time the 
driver (helper) releases the 
steering wheel; continue turning 
only while the steering wheel is 
held at full turn. 

• Back off the adjusting screw 3 
1/4 turns (3 full turns + 90°). 

 
11. The operation is now complete.  Check 

and fill the reservoir as necessary before 
returning the vehicle to service. 
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Figure 4—Steering Column Assembly 
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